
Introduction to Property Acquisition 
and Adverse Possession



REAL PROPERTY



INTRODUCTION TO PROPERTY

Acquisition of Property: founders keepers? Losers 
weeper?

Adverse Possession: How to own property that does 
not belong to you

Estates in Land and Future Interest: types of real 
property ownership- there are quite a few

Concurrent Ownership: Let’s all share this property



INTROUCTION TO PROPERTY CONTINUED…

Easements: You do not own it, but you can use it. 

Restrictive Covenants and Equitable Servitudes: limitations 
on how to use and sell your property among private people 
(as opposed to limitations imposed by the government)

Contract for the Sale of Land: exactly like it sounds.

Mortgages: Everything you wanted to know about having one 
of these

Deeds: The key to your property



INTRODUCTION TO PROPERTY CONTINUED…

Seller’s Liability: If the buyer is taking out a mortgage, the seller has to 
do something as well…

Recording Acts and Bona Fide Purchasers: You think you own the 
property, but may not.

Nuisance: stop bothering my use of my property, it’s annoying.

Water Rights: yes, they exist

Right to Lateral and Subjacent Support: I would like my property not to 
sink into the ground please.



ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY

• Lost Property

• Mislaid Property

• Abandoned Property

• Treasure Trove



MISLAID PROPERTY

Based on true owner’s intent; with mislaid the true 
owner likely INTENDED to set it there, but not leave 
it there.



LOST PROPERTY

With lost property, it was likely NOT intended to 
be left there.



ABANDONED PROPERTY

This is different from abandoned, when a true owner 
INTENDED to leave it



ARMORY V DELAMIRIE

• Amory, who was a chimney sweeper’s “boy”, found a jewel and took 
it to D’s goldsmith shop

• D’s apprentice removed the stones (pretending he was weighing it)

• D offered P only half pence, P refused

• D refused to return the stones



ARMORY V DELAMIRIE

• Issue: Does the finder of lost property have title to the property 
superior to all the world except the true owner?

• Holding: Yes. The finder’s interest is as good as against all the world 
except the true owner.



WHAT ABOUT OWNERS?

Who gets what rights with:

Property in your home

Employees who find property

Trespassers who find property

Buried Property



Private Residence

Usually, if the property is found in a private 
residential home of the owner, the owner 
prevails.



Employees Find Your Property

Employees – the employer or master usually 
prevails.



Trespasser Find Your Property

Trespassers always lose



Your Buried Property in Uncovered

Buried: if it is buried, belongs to owner of the 
property.



HANNAH V PEEL

• D, Peel, bought a house in 1938 but never moved in;

• Then, it was requisitioned by the military in 1940;

• Hannah, a soldier, found a broach in a room, in an obscure place, 
covered by cobwebs;

• He gave it to the police, by 1942 the true owner had not come 
forward;

• P brings a suit to recover the broach from Hannah.



HANNAH V PEEL

The Issue: Does a finder have a superior right to that of the 
owner of the property?

Yes – Hannah wins

Why? A person does not possess the things UNATTACHED to the 
surface, despite owning everything ATTACHED. The broach was 
lost and not attached to the land 

Did anyone ask the spider if he 

wanted the broach?



END OF ACQUISITION OF PROPERTY



ADVERSE POSSESSION



ADVERSE POSESSION

• Actual Possession

• Open, Notorious and Visible

• Continuous

• For the Statutory Period
• Stops tolling if incapacitated

• Hostile
• Without owner’s consent, not actually “mean”



TOLLING

When the time for the statutory period begins to run.

Most states have statutory periods of 15-20 years.



Tolling for the Three “I”s

Infancy ONLY tolls the recovery

statute if O had the 

Insanity disability when AP took

possession.

Imprisonment



TACKING

• For the element of continuous, can “tack” your time onto another’s, 
so long as there is a RELATIONSHIP.



Adverse Possession of the 
Apple Orchard?

O is the absent owner of Blackacre, which consists 
solely of wild apple trees. P, the adjoining owner, 
comes every fall and picks all the apples and sells 
them. After the statutory period, who owns 
Blackacre, O or P?



Adverse Possession of the 
Apple Orchard Continued…
Answer: P owns the apple orchard by AP. (P made the same use of the 
property as the normal owner would by harvesting the apples each 
fall.)



Innocent Boundary Mistakes

O owns Blackacre and P owns Whiteacre next door. 
Both parties are confused about where the border is, 
with P maintaining grass, trees and a fence on a 5-
foot strip of Blackacre, that both O and P think is on 
Whiteacre. In 12 years, who owns the strip, O or P?

. 



Innocent Boundary Mistakes Continued….

Answer: P owns the strip. His possession is hostile even though it is 
mistaken. 



The Landlord

O conveys building in 1970 to “The Red Cross, so long 
as used solely for Red Cross HQ.” In 1980, O dies, 
leaving S as sole heir. In 1990, Red Cross moves out, 
leases to Biz, claiming to be the owner. In 2004, while 
Biz still occupies, who owns the building, S or Red 
Cross?



Answer: Red Cross has acquired title by AP. (T’s possession is imputed 
to A. A’s collection of rents is hostile and open and notorious to O’s 
(and S’s) interest.)



MINI ESSAY ON ADVERSE POSESSION

Jones and Shah owned large adjoining tracts of land. 
The boundary line between the two properties was 
never properly determined or clearly known.

In 1966, Jones installed a gas-powered generator on 
land he thought he owned, but which was in fact 
owned by Shah. The generator was housed in a small 
shed and surrounded by a fence. During the summer 
months, Jones ran electrical wires from the generator 
to a guesthouse across land he knew belonged to 
Shah. Shah orally consented to the wiring’s crossing 
her land.



MINI ESSAY ON ADVERSE POSESSION, CONT’D

In 1979, Shah was found to be mentally incompetent. She died in 1990, and her 
executor filed suit to eject Jones and quiet title. The statute of limitations in 
ejectment is 20 years.

1. What is the likely outcome of the suit with respect to the land on which the 
generator was installed?

2. What is the likely outcome of this suit with respect to the land over which 
the electrical wires were laid?



Discussion of Adverse Possession Mini Essay

1. Open and notorious, continuous, exclusive, hostile for the statutory 
period. 

Jones openly used the land to install the generators with an 
accompanying shed and it was clearly visible

Shah never consented to the use of the land, which satisfies the hostile
requirement

Nobody else seemed to use the land, so it appears it was exclusive

Jones used the land continuously for the statutory period of 20 years

WE HAVE ADVERSE POSSESSION!



Discussion of Adverse Possession Mini Essay Continued

2. Continuous use can mean seasonal use, so even if he didn’t use the 
land exclusively were the electrical wires were, he used it as a normal 
owner would.

Jones was Open, Notorious and use it Exclusively for the Statutory 
Period, BUT….

Shah gave permission, so it was not Hostile!

NO ADVERSE POSSESSION HERE (this doesn’t mean Jones cannot
use the land, he just cannot own it)



END OF ADVERSE POSSESSION


